
3 Vital Things to Consider Before Buying a POS System for F&B

 
 The restaurant industry is currently fraught with both recruitment and labor issues. With the added pressure of in�ation, which is at a 40-year-high, merchants must �nd the right productivity 
 tools to e�ciently power their business. Though many still (wrongly) believe the point of sale is just a basic tool for ordering and payment, today’s POS system is really an enhanced, holistic             
 multi-ordering platform that can also accurately assess sales performance, productivity e�ciencies, inventory, customer satisfaction, and sta�ng. 

 Investment in a �exible, scalable, powerful, and feature-rich POS—from a long-tenured, proven POS provider—is not only critical to meet the changing needs of consumers whose demands 
 for leading-edge, customer-centric restaurant services are at an all-time high, but it is also imperative to the long-term success of your business in myriad ways.

 Here are three things you should know before selecting a POS system that will meet your expectations, ful�ll your current and future needs, and help your business grow like never before...

 Avoid letting price drive your decision
 As with any product, price is generally top-of-mind when comparative shopping for a POS. While price remains an important consideration when choosing a POS, it shouldn't be the driving
 factor in your decision for good reason. In addition to long-term ROI (remember that small up-front costs with high card processing fees is NOT cost-e�ective in the long run), what's most
 critical is how the POS solves your unique FOH and BOH business problems.  A system that functions as a constantly evolving transactional platform that quickly adapts to the changing 
 needs of the restaurant industry landscape is essential for both �scal growth and an elevated guest experience.

 Combine that with predictable uptime (six nines—99.9999% is the goal); enhanced 24x7x365 live domestic support with menu management at no additional cost with a one-size-�ts-all 
 service agreement; the development team’s willingness to provide customization, all required integrations, and timely new feature releases (again without cost); the price of the system
 seems inconsequential compared to the measurable and meaningful VALUE you will receive, transaction after transaction. After all, a system with more down time, cloud-based outages, 
 poor and/or unresponsive support, and non-domestic, non-transparent development, will cost you (much) more in terms of brand identity, customer satisfaction, and sta� morale. 

 Consider the people behind the POS 
 When evaluating a POS platform, do you take the time to assess the provider in terms of a true partnership? Will your POS partner be with you every step of the way as you grow your 
 business? The right partner will do a thorough discovery process, perhaps spending weeks (or even longer) to take a ‘deep dive’ into the unique aspects of your business in order to provide
 you with exactly what you need, based on the unique aspects of your business. The wrong provider may over-promise and under-deliver... you’ll have rapid delivery, but you’ll likely get an
 o�-the-shelf, ‘vanilla’ system that doesn’t provide the required features and functionality you truly deserve. At the end of day, it comes down to the willingness of your provider to perform the 
 ‘heavy lifting’ as it relates to needed essentials such as platform customization and value-added third-party platform integrations.

 Also consider the length of time the provider has been in business.  Are they a debt laden, venture-backed start-up that needs to rapidly pay back their third-party obligations in lieu of 
 putting pro�ts into their business’s R&D?  Are they a payment processor masquerading as a POS provider? Those are typically the ones that o�er a “free lunch” upfront and assess 
 exorbitant back-end payment processing fees for essentially an inferior solution, perhaps in the form of a no-frills cloud-based tablet with a slew of costly professional service add-ons.

 Don’t fall for the hype. The true measure of a company is really not when things are working…it’s when things “hit the fan” (and with technology, it may happen sometimes). How a company   
 REACTS is paramount—and the attitude they choose (remember: attitudes are choices) demonstrates who they really are at their core.  Caring and compassion should be embedded in 
 their DNA (as well as in their code!).

 Select a POS rooted in �exibility
 Restaurateurs should think about a future-proofed platform when determining the best POS for their business. Hospitality environments demand greater �exibility in order to keep pace with 
 consumer demands and their ever-changing habits. New consumer habits are created over time and long-term events such as COVID have necessitated changing the way we interact with
 the restaurant industry as it relates to o�-premises, contactless, QR codes, online ordering, etc. Merchant needs have morphed as well, largely due to labor shortages and in�ation. More
 than ever, owners and operators require mission-critical, on-demand, �ngertip data from smart devices in order to make real-time, data-driven decisions for their businesses. Rewind to 
 pre-pandemic and almost 90% of transactions were rung up at a POS. Today (and for the foreseeable future), customer transactions are also conducted via mobile devices, drive-throughs, 
 and self-serve kiosks. The best architecture to support this seismic shift is one that is inherently �exible, scalable, reliable, secure, and dependable (think: Microsoft Windows OS and .NET 
 framework). It grows as you grow.  After all, the needs you have currently may be obsolete in a few years, especially when your business scales or if there’s another global hardship.  

 The bottom line: invest in a proven, feature-rich, scalable POS system from a proven, long-term provider who’s willing to ‘go the extra mile’ as it relates to both 
support and development. After all, success is a journey you take with a value-added partner you can trust. Demand no less…

 
About Signature Systems, Inc. (SSI)

With deep roots in food and beverage, Signature Systems, Inc. (SSI), is a 35-year tenured technology solutions provider whose signature product is PDQ POS, a top rated, 
 multi-award-winning, all-concept point of sale management system. SSI di�erentiates itself from all others by virtue of its all-in-one, custom solution sets; all-in-house, domestic 

teams (including development, 24x7x365 live support with menu management, and data/cyber security); and all-in-accountability for prompt, accurate issue resolution. 
 

Leveraging numerous native integrations and seamless, value-added integrations to all required 3rd party platforms, our highly scalable, feature-rich, proven solutions are designed 
for independents, franchises, and chains--regardless of size or complexity.  Essentials of the PDQ POS system include all-in-one and EMV mobile POS; self-serve kiosks with 

multiple tenders; 100% cashless and contactless functionality; cloud-based ‘big data’ Customer Data Management (CDM) reporting suite; built-in custom online ordering; 
kitchen display systems; PDQ Security, an all-environment, compliant data/cyber security platform, and much more. 

 
Signature Systems, Inc.: trust in our ability, depend on our solutions, and rely on our support.

SSIpos.com                                                                       


